There has been lots of imaginative play from making costumes to den building.
Ewan has been out for bike rides along the local cycle routes...

...and to do the shopping!
Ewan has been helping out in the kitchen, prepping, measuring and cooking our meals.
Ewan has been nurturing nature by growing wildflowers to help the bees

He learnt how Dandelions are important as they are the first source of food for bees after winter.
Ewan grew cress whilst he waited for the flowers so he could see what was happening underground as the seeds germinated.

Ewan has been learning how something can be made stronger if it is woven together, he wants to make a bridge out of (dried) spaghetti next!
Ewan has been learning how torches work by making a badge that can light up using conducting thread...

...and been exploring what happens when we make mix flour with water or with oil.